Novel Strongly Spin-Orbit Coupled Quantum Dimer Magnet: Yb$_2$Si$_2$O$_7$
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The quantum dimer magnet (QDM) is the canonical example of quantum magnetism. The QDM state consists of entangled nearest-neighbor spin dimers and often exhibits a field-induced triplon Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) phase. We report on a new QDM in the strongly spin-orbit coupled, distorted honeycomb-lattice material Yb$_2$Si$_2$O$_7$. Our single crystal neutron scattering, specific heat, and ultrasound velocity measurements reveal a gapped singlet ground state at zero field with sharp, dispersive excitations. We find a field-induced magnetically ordered phase reminiscent of a BEC phase, with exceptionally low critical fields of $H_{c1} \sim 0.4$ and $H_{c2} \sim 1.4$ T. Using inelastic neutron scattering in an applied magnetic field we observe a Goldstone mode (gapless to within $\delta E = 0.037$ meV) that persists throughout the entire field-induced magnetically ordered phase, suggestive of the spontaneous breaking of U(1) symmetry expected for a triplon BEC. However, in contrast to other well-known cases of this phase, the high-field ($\mu_0 H \geq 1.2$ T) part of the phase diagram in Yb$_2$Si$_2$O$_7$ is interrupted by an unusual regime signaled by a change in the field dependence of the ultrasound velocity and magnetization, as well as the disappearance of a sharp anomaly in the specific heat. These measurements raise the question of how anisotropy in strongly spin-orbit coupled materials modifies the field induced phases of QDMs.
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Quantum dimer magnets (QDMs) represent the simplest case of quantum magnetism, where entanglement is a required ingredient for even a qualitative understanding of the phase. In a QDM, entangled pairs of spins form $S_{tot} = 0$ dimers and result in a nonmagnetic ground state. The excited states of these entangled spins can be treated as bosons, called triplons, which can undergo Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC) as their density is tuned by an applied magnetic field. This BEC state is a magnetic field-induced long range ordered phase, which occupies a symmetric “dome” in the field vs temperature phase diagram with two temperature-dependent critical fields, $H_{c1}(T)$ and $H_{c2}(T)$. The vast majority of the previously studied QDMs are based on 3d transition metal ions with “bare” (spin-only) $S = 1/2$ or $S = 1$ angular momentum, resulting in simple Heisenberg or XXZ spin interaction Hamiltonians, and high critical fields set by the relatively high energy scale of exchange interactions [1–6].

Lanthanide-based magnetic materials with spin-orbit coupled pseudospin $1/2$ ($S_{eff} = 1/2$) angular momenta can also exhibit quantum phases, and these are often directly analogous to their traditional 3d transition metal ion counterparts. However, entirely new phases are possible due to the anisotropic exchange in these materials [7–12].

In the lanthanide series, Yb$^{3+}$ has been of particular interest as it can generically host interactions leading to quantum fluctuations irrespective of the crystal electric field (CEF) ground state doublet composition [13]. Indeed, various quantum phases have been discovered in Yb-based systems [14–20]. However, a notable absence in the growing lineup of Yb quantum materials is a material exhibiting a QDM with a field-induced BEC state. The opportunity to study such a material could lead to the observation of new phases describable by theories of interacting bosons, as well as new types of quantum phase transitions.

As a previously studied example, the metallic material YbAl$_2$C$_3$ was shown to host Yb dimerization and triplet excitations [21,22]. However, an unusual field-induced ordered state was observed whose onset temperature far exceeds the spin gap energy [23], suggesting that it is not directly related to the singlet-triplet excitation (unlike a field-induced BEC phase). Additionally, YbAl$_2$C$_3$ shows field-induced disordered regimes that have yet to be fully understood, particularly in the context of the additional Kondo and RKKY interactions involving the conduction electrons in this material [24–26]. This material demonstrates that quantum dimerization is possible in lanthanide-based magnetic materials, but does not always lead to a
field-induced BEC phase. Naively, one might not expect a highly spin-orbit coupled material to exhibit BEC, which requires the exchange Hamiltonian to be at least U(1) symmetric (i.e., XXZ type interactions). Although recent work has demonstrated that for ideal, edge-sharing octahedral environments, Heisenberg exchange is indeed expected to dominate in Yb materials [13], such high exchange symmetry is not \textit{a priori} expected for nonideal local environments. However, a recent example of high exchange symmetry for Yb\textsuperscript{3+} in a nonideal crystal field environment has been discovered in the Tomonaga-Luttinger liquid YbAlO\textsubscript{3} [16], suggesting that it may be more common than expected. Yet even with dominant Heisenberg interactions, smaller anisotropic terms should still be relevant which, in the case of a QDM, would be expected to modify the field-induced phases. Furthermore, Yb-based QDMs should provide a convenient testing ground for field-induced BEC physics due to reduced exchange energy compared to materials based on 3d transition metals. This leads to lower critical fields, which can be accessed by continuous field magnets, thus enabling experimental techniques such as inelastic neutron scattering (INS) to be brought to bear on the full phase diagram. This is the case for Yb\textsubscript{2}Si\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{7}, as we show here.

Yb\textsubscript{2}Si\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{7} [monoclinic space group C2/m, room temperature lattice parameters of \(a = 6.7714(9) \text{ Å}, \ b = 8.8394(2) \text{ Å}, \ c = 4.6896(5) \text{ Å}, \ \beta = 101.984(9)^\circ\) [28]] was previously studied in the context of polymorphism in the RE\textsubscript{2}Si\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{7} (rare-earth pyrosilicate) series [36,37], but its magnetic properties have not been reported. Yb\textsubscript{2}Si\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{7} has only one reported polymorph, known as the C-type pyrosilicate (Fig. 1). The single crystal samples of Yb\textsubscript{2}Si\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{7} used in this study were grown via the optical floating zone method [28,38]. Our growths have resulted in clear, colorless multicrystal boules which are then broken into smaller single crystal pieces as shown in Fig. 1(c).

Magnetization was measured using a MPMS XL Quantum Design SQUID magnetometer at \(T = 1.8 \text{ K}\) along the \(a^*, b,\) and \(c\) directions. Field- and temperature-dependent specific heat was measured down to 50 mK using the quasidiabetic heat pulse method in a Quantum Design Dynacool PPMS with a dilution refrigerator insert at Colorado State University, as well as a home-built dilution refrigerator at Université de Sherbrooke. Lu\textsubscript{2}Si\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{7} was also measured as a nonmagnetic analog. Ultrasound velocity experiments were performed down to 50 mK using a pulsed, time-of-flight interferometer. 30 MHz transducers were glued to parallel surfaces so as to propagate longitudinally polarized sound waves along the \(c^*\) axis. The absolute velocity of the quasilongitudinal mode studied here was approximately 3000 m/s and relative changes in velocity (\(\Delta v/v\)) were measured with high precision using a phase-lock loop. Powder neutron diffraction data were collected on BT1 at the NIST Center for Neutron Research with incident wavelength \(\lambda = 2.0787 \text{ Å}\) and 60 arc min collimation. Synchrotron x-ray diffraction (SXRD) data were recorded at \(T = 295 \text{ K}\) at beam line 11 BM (\(\lambda = 0.41418 \text{ Å}\)) at the Advanced Photon Source, Argonne National Laboratory. Time-of-flight INS experiments were performed at the Cold Neutron Chopper Spectrometer (CNCS) at the Spallation Neutron Source, Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL). These INS data were collected using \(E_i = 1.55 \text{ meV}\) neutrons in the "high flux" chopper setting mode, producing an energy resolution of \(\delta E = 0.037 \text{ meV}\) at the elastic line [39], and were analyzed using the DAVE software package [40]. A neutron diffraction measurement using \(E_i = 14.7 \text{ meV}\) neutrons was performed using the Fixed- Incident Energy Triple-Axis Spectrometer (FIE-TAX) on the HB-1A beam line at the High Flux Isotope Reactor at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, using collimator settings of 40'-40'-40'-80'.

Rietveld analysis of the SXRD data [28] confirms the previously reported crystal structure. Analysis of the zero field, high-temperature, magnetic specific heat of Yb\textsubscript{2}Si\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{7} confirms that a low energy \(S_{\text{eff}} = 1/2\) picture applies at temperatures well below \(\sim 100 \text{ K}\) [28]. The saturation magnetization at \(T = 1.8 \text{ K}\) along three crystal directions gives the approximate \(g\)-values of \(g_{a^*} = 3.2, \ g_{b} = 2.0,\) and \(g_{c} = 4.8\).

The zero-field specific heat shown in Fig. 2(a) displays a broad feature peaked at \(\sim 1 \text{ K}\), which can be fit to a dispersive four level Schottky anomaly form, consistent with an interacting spin dimer ground state. We used an approximation of an interacting triplon model to fit the zero-field specific heat [28], enforcing Heisenberg interactions. The fit yielded the parameters \(J_{\text{intra}} = 0.236(4) \text{ meV}\) and \(J_{\text{inter}} = 0.06(2) \text{ meV}\). These parameters are similar to those extracted from fitting the field polarized spin wave spectrum: \(J_{\text{intra}} = 0.217(3)\) and \(J_{\text{inter}} = 0.089(1) \text{ meV}\) [28]. The adequacy of Heisenberg interactions for reproducing both the zero field \(C_p\) and field-polarized INS data measurements suggests that Yb\textsubscript{2}Si\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{7} is another case in which
Yb\(^{3+}\) interactions are unexpectedly predominantly isotropic. The entropy change through this low temperature Schottky anomaly (0.05 to 2 K), reaches the expected \(R \ln 2\) per Yb [28], indicating that Yb\(_2\)Si\(_2\)O\(_7\) does not undergo a magnetic ordering transition at lower temperatures, and thus remains quantum disordered down to \(T = 0\) K. This is further confirmed by the lack of magnetic Bragg peaks at 50 mK, as determined by both single crystal [Fig. 3(c)] and powder neutron diffraction measurements [28].

The field dependence \((H|c|c)\) of the specific heat is shown in Fig. 2(b). At \(H = 0.5\) T, a sharp anomaly appears at \(T = 0.13\) K, which we have confirmed by neutron scattering to coincide with a transition to long range magnetic order via the appearance of magnetic Bragg peaks. With increasing field, the transition temperature maps out a dome in the \(H\) vs \(T\) phase diagram as expected for a BEC phase. As the field is increased further (0.8 T), a broad feature emerges, which eventually becomes the dominant feature above \(H_m = 1.2\) T. The maximum of this broad feature then continues to trace out the high field region of the dome, with the temperature of the maximum decreasing with increasing field. At 1.6 T, the maximum of the broad feature is again increasing in temperature with increasing field as expected for a field-polarized paramagnetic regime.

Isothermal field scans of variations in sound velocity are shown in Fig. 3(a) for various temperatures. At the lowest temperatures \((T = 50\) mK) the sound velocity is largely field independent until \(H_{c1} \approx 0.4\) T, where \(\Delta v/v\) begins decreasing with field. At \(H_{c2} \approx 1.4\) T, \(\Delta v(H)\) reaches a minimum, before returning sharply to roughly the zero field value in the field polarized limit. In addition to the two expected critical fields, \(H_{c1}\) and \(H_{c2}\), the sound velocity also exhibits a significant change in slope at roughly \(H_m = 1.2\) T, suggesting the presence of an additional phase, as indicated in Fig. 3(b). Aside from the sharp change of slope at \(H_m\), our sound velocity measurements resemble those performed on another quantum dimer magnet, Sr\(_2\)Cr\(_2\)O\(_8\) [41]. In contrast, sound velocity measurements on NiCl\(_2\)-4SC(NH\(_2\))\(_2\) (also known as DTN) [42] show sharper dips at both \(H_{c1}\) and \(H_{c2}\), which are attributed
to coupling between the ultrasound velocity and antiferromagnetic fluctuations.

As the temperature is raised, the overall variations in sound velocity become much smaller in magnitude and the sharp features are smoothed out; hence we use temperature scans of sound velocity (see Supplemental Material [28]), which show small but fairly sharp anomalies, to establish the phase boundaries of the antiferromagnetic dome at higher temperatures. These boundaries are entirely consistent with the specific heat measurements.

The dome of field-induced order mapped out by the specific heat and ultrasound velocity data [Fig. 3(b)] is similar to the BEC phase of traditional QDMs, but there is an important difference: the dome in Yb$_2$Si$_2$O$_7$ is highly asymmetric, with an unusual regime in the high field part of the phase ($H > H_m$). Asymmetry of the dome can sometimes be attributed to quantum fluctuations in the proximity of $H_{c1}$, which is expected when $H_{c1} / (H_{c2} - H_{c1})$ is small. However, in Yb$_2$Si$_2$O$_7$ this number is 0.4, which is twice as large as the well-known case of dome asymmetry in DTN [43]. Further, this effect does not explain the high field phase above $H_m$. This unusual regime may be due to non-U(1) symmetric terms in the $S_{\text{eff}} = 1/2$ low energy effective Hamiltonian for Yb$_2$Si$_2$O$_7$. However, the strength of any anisotropic exchange is limited by our observation of a Goldstone-like mode (gapless to within $\delta E = 0.037$ meV) via INS, discussed below.

Figure 3(c) shows the field dependence of neutron diffraction (measured on FIE-TAX) at the $(2,0,0)$ zone center. This reflection is only sensitive to the square of the net magnetization $(m_2^2)$ that arises due to canting towards the field direction rather than any AFM components of the magnetic structure. The onset of magnetic order and growth of the net magnetization is confirmed above $H_{c1}$ through the observation of increasing magnetic Bragg peak intensity. The intensity of the $(2,0,0)$ peak shows an approximately quadratic increase, with a sudden change in the second derivative occurring at approximately $H_m$. Additionally, Fig. 3(c) shows a comparison of the first derivative of the $(2,0,0)$ Bragg peak intensity at 50 mK and the negative of the relative ultrasound velocity at 100 mK, which are consistent (though this level of agreement is somewhat unexpected following a standard theoretical treatment, see Ref. [28]).

INS data provide evidence of the spontaneous breaking of an approximately continuous symmetry for fields between $H_{c1}$ and $H_{c2}$. Figure 4 shows the INS spectra of Yb$_2$Si$_2$O$_7$ at $T = 50$ mK for representative applied fields along the $c$ axis. In a QDM with Heisenberg exchange, the three excited dimer states are triply degenerate (forming a triplet with $S_{\text{tot}} = 1$, and $S_z = -1, 0, \text{ and } 1$), and are then Zeeman split by the applied magnetic field. With finite interdimer exchange the resulting tripions are mobile, and the excited states become dispersive. For Yb$_2$Si$_2$O$_7$ below $H_{c1}$, a resolution-limited single excited dispersive branch [bandwidth of 0.167(1) meV, and a gap of 0.1162(4) meV] is visible. The apparent secondary branch observed around $(\bar{0}, \bar{T}, \bar{1})$ and $(\bar{1}, \bar{1}, 0)$ is due to a minority crystal grain. The energy of the observed excitation does not change for $H < H_{c1}$ as shown in the Supplemental Material [28], signifying that the angular momentum projection along the magnetic field is zero (i.e., $S_{\text{tot}} = 1$, $S_z = 0$, which we call $\psi_{1,0}$). The absence of apparent $S_{\text{tot}} = 1, S_z = \pm 1$ modes (hereafter labeled as $\psi_{1, \pm 1}$) at most field strengths below $H_{c1}$ indicates that the neutron scattering transition matrix elements from the ground state to $\psi_{1, \pm 1}$ are small compared to that for $\psi_{1,0}$. However, $\psi_{1, \pm 1}$ are discernible with very weak intensity at fields near $H_{c1}$ indicating the transition matrix elements are nonzero [28]. Above $H_{c2}$, a new low energy excitation appears, which is gapless at zone centers to within the energy resolution of the instrument, $\delta E = 0.037$ meV. Above $H_{c2}$ the intensity of the excitation drops dramatically due to the system entering a field-polarized paramagnet state.
our estimated $J_{\text{intra}}$; thus this measurement of the Goldstone mode actually allows for a potentially sizable anisotropic exchange contribution. Furthermore, the presence of a distinguishable region of the field-induced phase (between $H_m$ and $H_{c2}$) is not expected for a simple Heisenberg or XXZ exchange. We find that in this field region the Goldstone mode persists, despite the lack of evidence for spontaneous symmetry breaking in $C_p(T)$ (i.e., a sharp anomaly is absent). However, the broad $C_p(T)$ feature does move to lower temperature as the field is further increased in this field region, tracing out the high-field side of the dome phase boundary. Above $H_{c2}$ all of the excitations become fully gapped and the broad feature in $C_p$ moves to higher temperature with increasing field, consistent with a field-polarized paramagnet. In the field-polarized regime, the inelastic intensity is greatly reduced due to the development of strong magnetic Bragg peaks at the elastic line, as expected based on the sum rule for magnetic neutron scattering.

Recently, rare-earth materials have been identified as potential hosts of Kitaev exchange in honeycomb materials [45]. In light of this, it is important to note that Yb$_2$Si$_2$O$_7$ is structurally similar to the famous Kitaev material Na$_2$IrO$_3$ [46], as they share the same space group and Wyckoff position of the magnetic species. Therefore, Kitaev exchange is allowed by symmetry in Yb$_2$Si$_2$O$_7$. If Kitaev exchange were dominant in Yb$_2$Si$_2$O$_7$ it could lead to a quantum spin liquid ground state [11]. Interestingly, the presence of a Goldstone mode does not rule out such anisotropic Kitaev exchange due to the “hidden” SU(2) symmetries found within the extended Kitaev-Heisenberg model [47,48]. However, our fits to field polarized INS data are well-approximated by Heisenberg interactions, so Kitaev interactions are unlikely to be dominant in this material.

In summary, the strongly spin-orbit coupled material Yb$_2$Si$_2$O$_7$ realizes a QDM ground state with magnetic field-induced order reminiscent of a BEC phase. However, this ordered phase exhibits unusual characteristics at the high field part of the dome, including an abrupt change in the field dependence of the magnetization and sound velocity, and the loss of a sharp anomaly in the specific heat. The presence of a Goldstone mode throughout the full field-induced ordered state suggests dominant Heisenberg or XXZ exchange interactions, and the former is confirmed by fits to field polarized INS data and the zero field specific heat. However, the observation of the unusual regime between $H_m$ and $H_{c2}$ may imply that additional anisotropic interactions are necessary in order to fully describe the field induced phases of this novel quantum magnet. Yb$_2$Si$_2$O$_7$ provides the first example of a Yb$^{3+}$-based QDM with a possible field-induced BEC phase, adding this canonical example of quantum magnetism to the roster of quantum phases exhibited by materials based on this versatile ion.
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